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About This Game

The year is 1268, the English throne lies empty, and power-hungry lords are ready to wage war for newfound power. Your
people now look to you to lead them to glory and prosperity. Manage your lands, strike bargains, betray alliances and ultimately

destroy your rivals in this classic combination of turn-based and real-time strategy, and become the undisputed Lord of the
realm!

Medieval Strategy on a Sweeping Scale

You begin as the ruler of a small county, but lead wisely and keep your people secure and thriving, and soon you’ll broaden your
horizons.

Manage your farms, make trade negotiations, build castles, flatter and deceive your opponents and then march your armies into
the lands of your rival nobles. Unify the land under your rule, and prove you have what it takes to be King.

Key Features

Fight for the crown in England against up to five AI opponents.

Strengthen your kingdom across seasonal turns, mastering quandaries like crop rotation, taxation, trade, transport and
even thievery!

Fortify your lands and design castles with moats, towers, drawbridges, keeps and more.

Conquer your rivals in challenging real-time battles that test your tactical acumen.
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Multiplayer notice: LAN and online play are unavailable.
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I'll start by saying the Myst series is one of my favorites of all time. However, while this game more or less ganked stuff right
out of the series, this did very little to reel me in. I got Riven vibes up the wazoo from the very first part of the game, right down
to the soundtrack. There's really something just so beautifully nostalgic about that gonging bell sound. So I was optimistic going
in and I honestly really enjoyed the first batch of puzzles a lot, even though I was immediately put off by the inclusion of 3D
modeled people\/NPCs. Liiiittle bit too uncanny valley. But then things kind of slid downhill for me from there, and rather than
relishing the Myst series similarities, I started resenting them for not living up to the standard. It felt like Riven, Exile, and End
of Ages were all mashed hopelessly together and created a little bit of an inconsistent mess. And the mysterious atmosphere was
totally lost to the addition of a visible player character and relatively populated areas. I feel it would have benefited more by
sticking to deserted locations with minor outside interaction, but that could just be a preference.

Pros:
-Nostalgic vibes
-Nice soundtrack (one track in the beginning sounds straight out of an 80s fantasy movie and I LOVE it)
-Good puzzles
-Beautiful environments

Cons:
-Unclear and contrived story. What lore we're given is rushed and unimportant, giving us nothing to use when we need to discern
our next step.
-Horrifying character models that really just don't hold up.
-TERRIBLE voice acting. Like, truly just awful.
-Certain things are complicated needlessly. You finally shake an item free of where it's lodged then are forced to find it where it
fell on the floor, and it was absolutely hidden from you on purpose. Why.
-Certain necessary items you need to pick up and use are not super visible or apparent so you can easily get stuck, which forces
you to literally scour every inch of ground you've already walked just in case you missed something.
-It is rarely made clear what you're supposed to do next after completing one line of puzzles since you're able to draw nothing
from context. It gets particularly annoying in the Na-Tiexu section where the little orphan children are. At no point are you
given instruction of any kind other than "make the bird sing" for which you are given no indication that you've done this
successfully.
-Super abrupt ending with elements that are confusing and make no sense, but that ties more in with Con #1

The Rivenesque feel to things did count for a lot with me, Riven being my top favorite in the Myst series, but overall it wasn't
enough to compensate for the negative points. At $4.99 you're certainly not breaking the bank buying this game, but even so, I'd
still recommend you buy on sale if you buy at all.. Great game, with smooth mechanics. This game has a lot of potential just
needs an active player base so this company can remove the bots in this game because it does get boring time to time. Also, join
the Discord the Developers are open ears and taking suggestions and looking at bugs. https://discord.gg/Z4MTU9U. meh its
okay I refunded tho lol. I REALLY recommend getting this game, I have been playing it for tons of hours and it never gets
boring. I also love how this game is MUCH more complex than Game Dev Tycoon, but can still be enjoyable for hours..
Truthfully, the reality TV setting was initially kind of a bummer... I definitly thought it was going to make the (already
pleasantly campy) story a little TOO cheesy.

I ended up acting as bat-sh*t crazy as any of those reality TV stars in real life: "BUT if I choose, Becky, she might backstab me
and vote me!!! But will be BFF be mad at me if I choose her over my BF? I'm not here to make friends, I'm here to WIN!"
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Whether it's a case of human-nature or of good story development, I was actually quite gripped. Without giving away too many
spoilers, you also gradually learn the gravity of your choices and the show/situation to the greater public.

Also I got to bang Robert Pattison. 10/10 will shame-bonk vampire♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again.. This game is awesome, so much
nostalgia from childhood.. Great horror game. The atmosphere is outstanding. Story is a bit predictable, but still holds up. Some
of the puzzles were extremely frustrating to get through.

Overall, an 8/10. Would definitely recommend playing this..
ingrefundme♥♥♥♥ingrefund♥♥♥♥ingrefundme♥♥♥♥ingrefundme. Updated Review: Wow, this game has seriously
changed since the last time I played it. Life got in the way so I've not had the time to mess with VR much lately, I saw the
devolpers response and was excited to try it out but wasn't expecting this much to be added. Leaderboards were added like I was
hoping for, but on top of that there's now a MUCH better start menu, difficulty settings (Normal\/Hard), in-game music (there
wasn't any before, this alone is a massive improvement), a very competent tutorial, a health bar (you can also shoot potions to
regain health), small things added like frogs and birds to make it feel more alive, you can dodge the spears, the graphics even
seem a lot more pleasing but that one could be placebo.

Originally, this game was a 'it's VR, playable, enjoyable and for four bucks you can't go wrong' kind of deal for me; this is a
serious improvement and for four bucks, it's an absolute steal.

Original Review: You equip a low poly pistol in one hand, a low poly sword in the other. You don't move until you kill the
whole wave of goblin things coming out of 'portals' that either run towards you with swords, or throw spears at you from behind
cover at a distance (you have to block them with your sword). When you kill the goblin things before they kill you, it slowly
'walks' you down the map to the next wave area that's more difficult than the last. You only have one life, when you die you get
sent back to the main menu and have to start back at the first wave.

It has a very 'arcade' vibe to it; it's not graphically pleasing to say the least but it's very difficult without feeling
impossibly\/unreasonably difficult and it felt satisfying beating a wave I stood no chance against a couple of tries before. It isn't
groundbreaking or pretty to look at, it's very bare bones but it's suprisingly fun for what it is and worth playing more than once.
It's also cheaper than a happy meal, so at four bucks I would absolutely recommend adding it to your collection if you think you
might be interested in playing what I described.

It would be cool if personal stats\/records could be implemented in some way though.. I really wanted to love this but in the end
the game really tested my patience. It opens really strongly and for the price, it may be worth it for the first case alone.
Unfortunately, far too much of the game's content takes the form of the tedious free time segments featuring gimmicky
characters who for the most part have weak or non existent character arcs. The other three cases lack high enough stakes to be
particularly interesting. At least the game looks gorgeous.

If you would like to see a full review, please visit my website here
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It's prety easy to complete, i did it on 2 hours... But else it's a fine game. XD
it's the price worth, no more.. Played Zombie Builder Defense for a couple of hours to test drive. Great little game, plays really
well and bug free. Decent amount of depth, especially for the price tag. Easily got a couple of hours of play and ready for
another session for sure. The graduating monsters kept it pretty interesting.

Not sure if we were doing something wrong, but it didn't seem to be very dark so the lights seemed pointless.

Other than that, very fun!. I am dissapointed to hear that the multiplayer is shut down, but the single player campaign is epic. It
has really intense and sustained combat. Also, a ton of different vehicles, drones, rc cars and helis. This old game still kicks a lot
of newer shooters asses. reaaalllly worth the sale price... but get it on sale. The campaign is rather short. I've had this game since
it was orriginally released but the updates don't work anymore since it became a steam title. I had no problem buying it again. I
guess my disk is a beer coaster now.. I used to play these marble platformers a long time ago and I remeber them being
incredibly hard to beat. And this game is no exception; really fun and very beutiful

BUT the game does need some work:

You cannot completely disable the sound
The menu buttons are sometimes non-responsive
The game is good-looking but is super blurry
When you fall, you clip through every object
The game takes WAY too long to reset each level for how difficult it is

The game really just needs a couple patches and some performance enchancements, over-looking the bad the game is quite
enjoyable(I also like the gamepad functionality). Hopefully workshop will bring action. We want blacks on blondes, not
spreadsheet manager..

And yes, if you run mods, you cannot take screenshots.. How convenient.

Recomendation? NO

In Christ we trust. Low-information fear mongering. Pointless if you are actually interested in security.. An excellent purchase
at \u00a37.49 (70%) off, Bought this just a day or so ago along with the Class 24, (also reduced muchly), and I am thoroughly
delighted with both.
The whole package has been produced to a very high standard.
For those of us old enough to remember the very early 1960's railways, it is very evocative of the complete BR network as it
was. I am sitting in the cab of the supplied class 101 dmu whilst writing this; close my eyes and I am back in time to a much
simpler and straightforward era. DMUs had such an hypnotic throbbing sound in them days. The only thing missing is the smell;
there's a project for you Dovetail Games (TSS = Train Simulator + Smells).
I most certainly recommend this route for railway enthusiasts of any age; oldies like me will enjoy reminiscing and younger folk
will surely enjoy the variety of signalling, railway traction \/ stock etc.. Do you like complex economic simulations? Do you like
games filled with simulation features, and a rich gameplay?

This game is not for you then.

I spent roughly an hour and a half getting used to the game itself. Learning the features, how to research products, how to
produce, etc. After that, I can confidently say it only takes me 5 minutes of real life time to net 10 million a day for the
company.

All I did was start out with the biotech, and sold over the counter cold\/flu pills for 4000 dollars per PILL. How does this work,
you ask? Well, it appears the developers created the advertisement to work as a price + demand modifier. Not only do more
people purchase your product when you activate the advertisement, but they will also pay MORE for it.

It cost me 3 bucks to produce a single pill, and with 5 minutes of in-game time, maxed out advertisement, I set it to 4000 bucks
a pill, and people bought every single pill. All 1400 of them. In fact, I could have done it in even less time, but it took me 4
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minutes to research advertisement.

Do not recommend. This belongs in early access.
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